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1 EP0 425 168 A2 2

AN INFORMATION SEARCHING SYSTEM FOR IMAGE DATA

The present invention generally relates to an

information searching system and, more particu-

larly, to an information searching system for image

data in which characters and symbols are utilised

as key words of a still picture and a real moving

picture, whereby a still picture and a real moving

picture associated with a piece of music can be

displayed from, for example, a musical title.

In the case of still picture and sound, if the still

picture video signal and the audio signal thereof

are converted into the form of digital signals, it is

feasible to store the digitised data in a CD-ROM

(ie, compact-disc read only memory) or on a hard

disc from which they can be read out when neces-

sary. However, in the case of a real moving picture,

the amount of information which needs to be

stored, if simply digitised, is very large and it is

therefore very difficult to arrange a system in which

data of a real moving picture can be stored in a

computer and retrieved. For this reason, the data of

a real moving picture must be stored in and read

out from high capacity external storage medium

such as a laser disc, a video tape or the like which

has much longer access times than a CD-ROM or

hard disc.

It is an object of the present invention to pro-

vide an improved information searching system for

image data in which the aforenoted shortcomings

and disadvantages of the prior art can be reduced

or eliminated.

More specifically, it is an object of the present

invention to provide an information searching sys-

tem for image data in which video images of a

desired real moving picture and still picture can be

searched and obtained by using a character or a

symbol as a key word.

According to a first aspect of the present in-

vention, there is provided an information searching

system for image data comprising:

a) a real moving picture reproducing apparatus

for reproducing real moving picture information

and audio information from real moving picture

record medium;

b) a still picture reproducing apparatus for re-

producing audio information and still picture in-

formation from a still picture record medium in

which list information, audio information and still

picture information corresponding to one portion

of said list information are recorded;

c) a display apparatus for displaying an index

mark adapted to be used to access audio in-

formation and video image information from said

real moving picture record medium and said still

picture record medium in response to a desired

item of said list information; and

d) a selective control apparatus for selecting

said index mark on a display screen of said

display apparatus to access the selected in-

formation, wherein information corresponding to

5 said index mark is displayed as one portion of

said list information, and information corre-

sponding to said real moving picture information

is also recorded on said still picture record

medium.

ro According to a second aspect of the present

invention, there is provided an information search

system for image data comprising:

1) a real moving picture reproducing apparatus

for reproducing real moving picture information

T5 and audio information from a real moving picture

record medium in which real moving picture

information and audio information corresponding

to said real moving picture information are re-

corded

20 2) a still picture reproducing apparatus for re-

producing audio information and still picture in-

formation from a still picture record medium in

which list information, audio information corre-

sponding to one portion of said list information

25 and still picture information are recorded;

3) a display apparatus for displaying an index

mark adapted to be used to access audio in-

formation and video image information from said

real moving picture record medium and said still

so picture record medium in response to a desired

item of said list information; and

4) a control apparatus for searching said audio

information and said moving and still picture

information on the basis of said list information,

35 wherein said control apparatus includes means

for obtaining an input search item, means for

looking up a table on the basis of said search

item, means for converting said list information

into a display signal on the basis of said table,

40 means for displaying list information in response

to said display signal, means for selecting an

item from said displayed list information, means

for detecting whether or not said displayed list

information is selected, and means for searching

45 said real moving picture information, said still

picture information and said audio information

on the basis of the detecting done by said

detecting means.

The invention will be further described by way

so of non-limitative example with reference to the ac-

companying drawings, in which:-

Rgure 1 is a block diagram showing an embodi-

ment of an 15 information searching system for

image data according to the present invention;

Figure 2 is a flow chart to which reference will
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3 EP0 425 168 A2 4

be made in explaining the operation of the illus-

trated embodiment of the present invention;

Figures 3A to 3E are schematic diagrams of

tables used in the illustrated embodiment of the

present invention, and to which reference will be

made in explaining the operation of the embodi-

ment, respectively; and

Figures 4A to 4C are schematic diagrams show-

ing examples of pictures displayed on a display

screen of a display 25 apparatus used in the

illustrated embodiment of the present invention,

and to which reference will be made in explain-

ing the operation of the embodiment.

An embodiment of an information searching

system for image according to the present inven-

tion will now be described with reference to the

accompanying drawings.

In this embodiment, data to be searched are.

for example, an album title of a compact disc (CD),

a singer name and a musical title of music re-

corded in the CD, and the aforenoted data are

written in a CD-ROM. Further, in this embodiment,

media in which a real moving picture is stored and

an apparatus for reproducing such media are a

laser disc and a laser disc player, respectively.

Figure 1 shows the overall arrangement of the

information searching system for images. In figure

1 reference numeral 10 designates a central pro-

cessing unit (CPU), 11 a read only memory (ROM)

in which various programs are written, 12 a random

access memory (RAM) for a work area, 13 a hard

disc apparatus and 14 a hard disc controller. The

hard disc apparatus 13 has stored therein an image

searching routine 40, such as shown in the flow

chart of figure 2.

Reference numeral 15 designates a CD-ROM

player, 16 a CD-ROM Interface made according to,

for example, the small computer system interface

(SCSI) standard. 17 a CD-ROM (or CDI), 18 a

mouse and 19 a mouse interface, respectively.

In this case, data is read out (ie. reproduced)

from the CD-ROM 17 via. the CD-ROM player 15

and the CD-ROM interface 16. In the CD-ROM 17,

data table MART, ALBM, TITL, NAST, ALST

(described more fully later) and so on shown in. for

example, figure 3 are written as list information

Further, in the CD-ROM 17, there are written digital

audio data Da of some music and digital video data

Ds which provide still images of jackets.

The number of music pieces and jackets re-

corded in the CD, as the digital audio data Da and

the digital image data Ds, is determined by the

storage capacity (eg, 540 megabytes at maximum)

of the CD-ROM 17. Accordingly, the corresponding

data Da and Ds are not always recorded for all

music data recorded in the CD-ROM 1 7.

In figure 1. reference numeral 21 designates a

full keyboard. 22 a keyboard interface, 24 a digital-

to-analog (D/A) converter, 25 stereo amplifiers, and

26 speakers. During a predetermined mode, the

audio data Da from the CD-ROM 17 is supplied

through a switch circuit 23 to the D/A converter 24.

5 Further, in figure 1. reference numeral 31 des-

ignates a random access memory (RAM) for stor-

ing an' image. 32 a cathode ray tube (CRT) control-

ler, 33 a D/A converter, 35 a display apparatus

such as a CRT display, 35 a communication circuit

io made according, for example, to the RS-232C stan-

dard. 36 an analog-to-digital (A/D) converter, 37 a

laser disc player and 38 a laser disc.

The CRT controller 32 controls various kinds of

image data to perform a predetermined display.

js That is, in a predetermined mode, data stored in

the RAM 31 is read out therefrom as a digital video

signal under the control of the CRT controller 32.

Then, this read-out digital video signal is converted

into an analog video signal by the D/A converter 33

ao and is then supplied to display apparatus 34, there-

by being displayed as an image.

The laser disc player 37 is set in a predeter-

mined mode, such as, playback mode, stop mode

and so on in response to a control signal Sc from

as the communication circuit 35. Also, the laser disc

player 37 can reproduce a video signal Sy and a

digital audio signal Sa of a picture corresponding to

an index number from the laser disc 38 in accor-

dance with an index signal (ie. address signal) Si

30 from the communication circuit 35.

This video signal Sy is supplied through the

A/D converter 36 to the CRT controller 32 so that,

in a predetermined mode, this video signal Sy is

supplied from the CRT controller 32 through the

as D/A converter 33 to the display apparatus 34. Dur-

ing the predetermined mode, the digital audio sig-

nal Sa, reproduced by the laser disc player 37, is

supplied through the switch circuit 23 to the D/A

converter 24.

40 The table NART to ALST will be described

next with reference to figures 3A to 3E.

The table NART is a singer name table in

which names Ni of singers (or players) and singer

codes ni assigned to the singers are stored. As

45 shown in figure 3A, for example, "123" is assigned

to a singer "Marina Watanabe" as the singer code

As shown in figure 3B, the table ALBM is an

album name table in which there are stored album

so names (names of CD albums) Aj. CD numbers C]

of the albums, data of album release Bj and album

codes aj assigned to the albums. For example, the

CD number and data of release of the album

-MARINA" are "32.8H105" and "February 26

55 1987" and "234" is assigned to this album

"MARINA" as the album code aj.

As shown in figure 3C. the table TITL is a

musical title table in which there are stored musical

3
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titles Tk and music codes tk assigned to the music

pieces. For example, as shown in figure
.

30,

-3456" is assigned to music "HOLIDAY VISITOR

as the music code tk.

As shown in figure 3D, the table NAST is a

singer searching table prepared for each of the

singers, and in which there are stored album codes

aj of albums Aj and jacket addresses Ji made by

the singer Ni. in the example of figure 3D, the table

NAST is the table NAST (ni = 123) in which the

singer is "Marina Watanabe" whose singer code is

111

In this table NAST, when Jj * 0, the digital

image data Ds of the still picture of the jacket of

the album Aj to which the code aj is assigned is

recorded in the CD-ROM 17 and this means that

the address thereof is Tj. When Tj = 0, this means

that such digital image data Ds is not recorded in

the CD-ROM 17.

Further, as shown in figure 3E, the table ALST

is an album searching table prepared for each of

the albums. More precisely, in this table ALST,

there are stored musical title code tk, address Sk

of the digital audio data Da and address Vk of the

video signal Sy of the music Tk recorded in the

album Aj. The example of figure 3E illustrates the

table ALST (aj = 234) of the album "MARINA"

where aj = 234.

In this table ALST, when Sk * 0, the digital

audio data Da of the music Tk to which the code tk

is assigned is recorded in the CD-ROM 17, and

this means that the address is Sk. When Sk = 0,

this means that the above mentioned digital audio

data Da is not recorded in the CD-ROM 17. This is

also true for the address Vk. When Vk * 0, the

video signal Sy and the digital audio signal Sa of

the music Tk to which the code tk is assigned are

recorded on the laser disc 38 and this means that

the address thereof is Vk. When Vk = 0, this

means that the video signal Sy and the digital

audio signal Sa are not recorded on the laser disc

38 at ail.

Although various kinds of tables necessary for

searching are recorded in the CD-ROM 17 in addi-

tion to the aforenoted tables NART to ALST, these

will not be described herein. Further, the storage

requirements of these tables NAST to ALST

amount to about 1% of the whole storage capacity

of the CD-ROM 17, considering the data amount of

these tables of one record company.

Accordingly, substantially the whole storage

capacity of the CD-ROM 17 can be assigned to the

digital audio data Da of music Tk or to the digital

image data Ds of the still picture on the CD jackets.

The ratio in which the capacity of the CD-ROM 17

is assigned to the digital audio data Da and the

digital image data Ds can be determined freely.

Music pieces recorded in the laser disc 38 are

selected in response to the contents of the CD-

ROM 17, or the address Vk of the CD-ROM 17 is

determined in response to music pieces recorded

in the laser disc 38. For this reason, unavoidably,

s the contents of the laser disc 38 tend to include

some special cases, in such case, the laser disc 38

may be formed as a write-once type disc (ie, WO-

type disc).

Data is searched by executing the routine 40

ro by the CPU 10 as follows. In the following descrip-

tion, the search field is "singer name" and the key

word to be looked up is "Marina Watanabe".

Referring to figure 2. the processing by the

CPU 10 is started from step 41 in the routine 40. In

,5 the next step 42, the tables NART to ALST stored

in the CD-ROM 17 are read out therefrom and

transferred to the RAM 12. In the next step 43, data

of an initial picture is written in the RAM 31 and

this data is read out from the RAM 31 as a video

20 signal by the CRT controller 32. This video s.gnal

is supplied through the D/A converter 33 to the

display apparatus 34 so that the initial picture is

displayed on the display apparatus 34.

On the initial picture, there exist item names to

25 be searched such as "singer name", "album

name" and the like. In step 43, the CPU 10 is

placed in the standby mode for awaiting com-

mands indicating the search item.

When an icon (not shown) of "singer name" is

30 clicked by the mouse 18 as the search item, the

processing proceeds from step 43 to step 44. and

in step 44, the CPU 10 is placed in the standby

mode to await the input of a key word. Under this

condition, if "Marina Watanabe" is inputted as the

as key word by the keyboard 21. then the processing

proceeds from step 44 to step 45.

In step 45. the following table processing is

carried out by the CPU 10.

By referencing to the table NART, the key

40 word, "Marina Watanabe" is converted into the

singer code ni, in that case, ni = 123.

Then, of the tables NAST. table NAST (ni =

123) of the code ni = 123 is selected, and the first

album code aj = 234 is accessed from the album

45 codes aj of this table NAST.
..„„.,.

Then the user looks up the table ALBM by

utilising the album code aj = 234, and album name

Aj, in that case, album name "MARINA" is acces-

so

S

At that time, CD number Cj and album release

data Bj. in that case, "32.8H105" and "Feb 26,

1987" are accessed from the table ALBM together

with album name Aj and address Jj corresponding

to the code (aj = 234) is accessed from the table

ss NAST (ni = 123).

Further, a table ALST (aj = 234) is selected

from the tables ALST by the code aj and the user

looks up the table TITL by utilising the song name

4
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code tk registered in this table ALST (aj = 234).

Then, the song name code tk registered in the

table ALST (aj - 234) is converted to song name

Tk and delivered.

Furthermore, at that time, addresses Sk and Vk

are generated at every song name code tk (ie, at

every song name code tk because the code tk

corresponds to the song name Tk in a one-to-one

relation on the basis of the table TITL) on the basis

of the table ALST (aj = 234).

After the aforenoted processing steps are ex-

ecuted, the processing proceeds from step 45 to

step 46. In step 46, display data is formed in

accordance with the data thus derived at step 45

and is then fed to the RAM 31

.

Therefore, in accordance with the data gen-

erated in step 45, the display apparatus 34 dis-

plays thereon CD number and album release data

of the album "MARINA" by "MARINA

WATANABE" and musical titles of music pieces

recorded in this album in the form of a list informa-

tion display as shown in, for example, figure 4A.

At that very moment an index mark Mi is

simultaneously displayed in accordance with the

addresses Ji, Sk and Vk generated at step 45. That

is, when Jj * 0, the still picture video image data

Ds of the CD jacket is recorded in the address Jj of

the CD-ROM 17 so that as shown in figure 4A,

word "JACKET" is displayed on one portion of the

display screen as the index mark Mi in order to

indicate that the video image data Ds is recorded.

When Jj = 0, "JACKET" is not displayed on the

picture screen at all. Further, when Sk * 0, digital

audio data Da of the corresponding music is re-

corded on the address Sk of the CD-ROM 17 so

that as shown in figure 4A. a "musical note" mark

is displayed, for example, at the starting portion of

the musical title of corresponding music as the

index mark Mi, in order to indicate the existence of

such recorded. When Sk = 0, the "musical note"

mark is not displayed thereon at all.

Furthermore, when Vk *0, the video signal Sy

and the audio signal Sa of the corresponding music

are recorded on the address Vk of the laser disc 38

so that as shown in figure 4a, the character "V" is

displayed, for example, at the starting portion of

the musical title of the corresponding 15 music as

the index mark Mi in order to indicate the existence

of such recorded. When Vk = 0, no character "V"

is displayed.

In the case of figure 4A, there is still picture

video image data Ds of the jacket of this album

"MARINA". 20 the digital audio data Da is recorded

on the CD-ROM 17 for the first music piece

"HOLIDAY VISITOR", and the real moving picture

and the sound thereof are recorded on the laser

disc 38 for the third music piece "NAKED CRAY-

ON". Further, characters or icons Mc such as

"preceding", "next", "again" and "end" are 25 -

displayed on the lower part of the display screen.

After the above mentioned display is per-

formed, the processing proceeds from step 46 to

5 step 47, and in step 47, the CPU 10 is set in the

standby mode to await further user input via the

mouse 18. Input by the mouse is accomplished by

moving the mouse in the conventional way to move

a cursor (not shown) to a selected position on the

10 display screen, after which a push button switch on

the mouse is operated or "clicked" to form a

selection signal, in response to the current location

of the cursor.

Accordingly, when "musical note" mark in the

75 marks Mi is clocked by the mouse 18, the process-

ing proceeds from step 47 to step 50. In step 50,

the kind of the character of symbol clicked in step

50 is determined, in case the mark clicked is the

"musical note" mark, the processing proceeds

20 from step 50 to step 51

.

In step 51, the control signal Sc is supplied

through the communication circuit 35 to the laser

disc player 37, whereby the laser disc player 37 is

set in the stop mode regardless of the previous

25 operation mode. Then, the processing proceeds to

the next step 52, and in this step 52, the address

Sk corresponding to the music of the "musical

note", mark selection is supplied to the CD-ROM

player 15 on the basis of the position selected by

30 the mouse 18 in step 47 and the control signals are

supplied to the CD-ROM player 14 and the CD-

ROM interface 16, whereby the CD-ROM player 15

and the CD-ROM interface 16 are placed in the

playback mode for reproducing the digital audio

35 data Da. Thus, the digital audio data Da is gen-

erated from the address Sk of the CD-ROM 17

through the CD-ROM interface 16.

The digital audio data Da is supplied through

the switch circuit 23 to the D/A converter 24.

40 whereby it is converted to an analog audio signal,

that is, an audio signal of music "HOLIDAY VISI-

TOR" corresponding to the "musical note" mark.

This analog audio signal is supplied through the

amplifiers 25 to the respective speakers 26.

45 Accordingly, when the displayed condition is as

shown in figure 4At
if "musical note" mark of the

marks Mi is designated by or selected using the

mouse 18, then music of the musical title asso-

ciated with the "musical note" mark is reproduced

so from the CD-ROM 17. At that time, the picture of

figure 4A is displayed on the display apparatus 34

as shown.

Then, the processing returns to step 47 from

step 52 and, the CPU 10 is placed in the standby

55 mode for awaiting the input from the mouse 18. In

this standby mode, if the music in the CD-ROM 17

is ended, the CD-ROM player 15 temporarily fin-

ishes the reproduction of music at this music piece.

5
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When in step 47 the CPU 10 is set in the

standby mode for awaiting the input from the

mouse 18, if the "V" mark of the marks Mi is

selected by being clicked by the mouse 18, the

processing proceeds from step 47 to step 50. in

step 50, the kind of character or symbol clicked is

identified and in the case the "V" mark is clicked,

the processing proceeds from step 50 to step 61

.

in step 61, a control signal is supplied to the

CD-ROM player 15 and the CD-ROM interface 16,

whereby the CD-ROM player 14 and the CD-ROM

interface 16 are placed in the mode for stopping

the reproduction of the audio data DA regardless of

the previous operation mode. Then, the processing

proceeds to step 62, and in this step 62, the

address Vk corresponding to the music associates

with the
nV fl mark selection is supplied through the

communication circuit 35 to the laser disc player

37 as the index signal Si on the basis of the

position selected by the mouse 18 in step 47, and

the control signal Sc is also supplied to the laser

disc player 37, whereby the laser disc player 37 is

set in the playback mode. Thus, the video signal

Sy and the digital audio signal Sa reproduced from

the address Vk of the laser disc 38.

The reproduced video signal Sy is supplied

through the signal line of the A/D converter 36, the

CRT controller 32 and the D/A controller 33 to the

display apparatus 34, whereas the signal Sa repro-

duced from the laser disc 38 is supplied through

the signal line of the switch circuit 23, the D/A

converter 24 and the amplifiers 25 to the speakers

26.

Accordingly, when the display condition is as

shown in figure 4A, if the "V mark of the marks Mi

is designated by the mouse 18, the real moving

picture and the sound of the music of musical title

attached with the "V" mark are reproduced from

the laser disc 38, whereby the real moving picture

is displayed on the picture screen of the display

apparatus 34 as, for example, shown in figure 4B

and the sound accompanying with the real moving

picture is reproduced via the speakers 26.

Then, the processing returns from step 62 to

the step 47 in which the CPU 10 is set in the

standby mode to await intput from the mouse 18.

In the input standby mode, if the music on the

laser disc 38 is completed, the laser disc player 37

ends the reproduction of music at this 20 music

piece for the present and the picture screen of the

display apparatus 34 is returned to the condition

shown in figure 4A.

Further, when the CPU 10 is set in the standby

mode for awaiting the input from the mouse 18 in

step 47, if the "JACKET" mark of the marks Mi is

clicked by the mouse 18, the 25 processing pro-

ceeds from step 47 to step 50. In step 50, the kind

of character or symbol thus clicked by the mouse

18 is identified, and in the case the character

clicked by the mouse 18 is the "JACKET" mark

the processing proceeds from step 50 to step 71.

In step 71, the CRT controller 32 is placed in

s the display mode of figure 4A regardless of the

previous mode of the laser disc player 37. Accord-

ingly, if the real moving picture and the sound are

reproduced from the laser disc 38 at the time point

of step 71, the display of the real moving picture is

jo interrupted but the output of sound is not inter-

rupted. Similarly, if the sound is reproduced from

the CD-ROM 17, the reproduction of that is never

interrupted.

Then, the processing proceeds from step 71 to

15 step 72, and instep 72, the address Jj is supplied

to the CD-ROM player 15 and the CD-ROM inter-

face 16, whereby the CD-ROM player 15 and the

CD-ROM interface 16 are placed in the playback

mode for reproducing the still picture digital video

20 image data Ds. Thus, the video image data Ds is

generated from the address Jj of the CD-ROM 17

through the CD-ROM interface 16.

The video image data Ds is supplied through

the CRT controller 32 to the RAM 31 and the video

25 image data Ds is read out from the RAM 31 by the

CRT controller 32, whereby the thus read-out video

image data Ds is supplied through the D/A con-

verter 33 to the display apparatus 34.

Accordingly, in the display condition shown in

30 figure 4A, when the "JACKET" mark of the marks

Mi is designated or selected by the mouse 18, the

still picture image of the CD jacket is displayed on

the display screen of tine display apparatus 34 as

shown in figure 4C. At that time, if the CD-ROM 17

35 or the laser disc 38 is being reproduced the re-

production of the sound thereof is continuously

carried out.

Then, the processing returns from step 72 to

step 47 in which the CPU 10 is again set in the

40 standby mode to await input from the mouse 1 8.

Further, when the CPU is set in the standby

mode to await input from the mouse 18 in step 47,

if the "next" mark of the marks Mc is clicked by

the mouse 18, then the processing proceeds from

45 step 47 to step 50. In step 50, the kind of character

or symbol thus clicked by the mouse 18 is iden-

tified. In that case, the clicked character is "next"

mark so that the processing proceeds from step 50

to step 81.

so in step 81. in that case, the table NAST (Nt =

123) is selected from the tables NAST and, of this

table, the display for the album of aj = 234 is

carried out as shown in figure 4A so that the album

code aj is incremented from aj = 234 to the next

55 album code aj = 423. Then, the processing returns

from step 81 to the step 47.

Accordingly, with respect to the album of the

album code aj = 423, data thereof are displayed in

6
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the form of the list information display similarly to

figure 4A, and then, in step 47, the CPU 10 is set

in the standby mode to await input from the mouse

18.

When the CPU 10 is set in the standby mode

to await input of data by the mouse 18 in step 47,

if the "previous" mark of the marks Mc is clicked

by the mouse 18, in an opposite manner to the

"next" mark, in step 82, the album code aj is

decremented from the present album code to the

previous album code. Then, the processing returns

from step 82 to step 45.

Thereafter, with respect to the album of the

immediately-preceding album code aj, data thereof

are displayed in the form of the list information

display similarly to figure 4A, and then, the CPU 10

is set in the standby mode for awaiting the input

from the mouse 18.

Further, when the CPU 10 is set in the standby

mode for awaiting the input from the mouse 18 in

step 47, if "again" mark of the marks Mc is clicked

by the mouse 18, and then the processing pro-

ceeds from step 47 to step 50. In step 50, the kind

of the thus clicked character or symbol is iden-

tified, in that case, the thus clicked character is

"again" mark so that the processing proceeds from

step 50 to step 83.

In step 83, the content of the RAM 31 is

cleared, the display screen of the display appara-

tus 34 is cleared and then the processing returns

to step 43.

Accordingly, thereafter, with respect to another

selected singer, the list, the real moving picture or

the jacket is displayed and the music thereof is

reproduced similarly.

When the CPU 10 is in the standby mode for

awaiting the input from the mouse 18 in step 47, if

the "end" mark of the marks Mc is clicked by the

mouse 18, then the processing proceeds from step

47 through step 50 to step 84 wherein the routine

40 is ended.

As described above, according to this inven-

tion, when the list information data of, for example,

singer name, album name, musical title and the like

are registered in the CD-ROM 17, the digital audio

data Da of music of registered musical title can be

recorded, the still picture digital video image data

Ds of the registered CD jacket can be recorded or

the registered musical title and the real moving

picture and the sound of the corresponding laser

disc can be recorded in correspondence therewith.

Thus, when the list information is displayed, the

corresponding music can be reproduced from the

CD-ROM 17, the still picture of the CD jacket can

be displayed or the real moving picture and the

sound of the corresponding music can be repro-

duced from the laser disc. Therefore, the CD-ROM

17 is not only utilised as a data base of text but

also the compact disc and the laser disc can be

organically and effectively combined, to thereby be

utilised as a highly sophisticated data base.

Further, the CD-ROM 17 can be used by itself,

5 as a standard data base.

The types of the tables NAST to ALST in the

foregoing may be similar' to those of a standard

data base or these types may be such that the

apparatus can detect the existence or absence of

70 the corresponding data Da, Ds, Sy and Sa or can

detect the addresses Jj, Sk and Vk if the data Da,

Ds, Sy and Vk exist.

Alternatively, the digital audio data Da, the digi-

tal video image data Ds, the video signal Sy and

is the digital audio signal Sa may be divided into a

plurality of compact discs and laser discs. In that

case, the addresses Sk and Vk may include iden-

tification codes by which the compact discs and

the laser discs can be identified. Further, the data

20 Da and Ds may be copied, for example, onto the

hard disc 13 and the copied data Da and Ds may

be utilised.

Needless to say, although in the above de-

scribed embodiment items and commands are se-

25 lected by the user operating a mouse, any other

convenient form of pointing device (eg, a trackball)

or user-input device such as a conventional key-

board may be used.

Having described a preferred embodiment of

30 the invention with reference to the accompanying

drawings, it is to be understood that the invention

is not limited to that precise embodiment and that

various changes and modifications thereof could be

effected by one skilled in the art without departing

35 from the scope of the novel concepts of the inven-

tion as defined in the appended claims.

Claims

40

1. An information searching system for image data

comprising:

a) a real moving picture reproducing apparatus

for reproducing real moving picture information

45 and audio information from real moving picture

record medium;

b) ^a still picture reproducing apparatus for re-

producing audio information and still picture in-

formation from a still picture record medium in

so which list information, audio information and still

picture information corresponding to one portion

of said list information are recorded;

c) a display apparatus for displaying an index

mark adapted to be used to access audio in-

55 formation and video image information from said

real moving picture record medium and said still

picture record medium in response to a desired

item of said list information; and

7
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d) a selective control apparatus for selecting

said index mark on a display screen of said

display apparatus to access the selected in-

formation, wherein information corresponding to

said index mark is displayed as one portion of s

said list information, and information corre-

sponding to said real moving picture information

is also recorded on said still picture record

medium.

2. An information searching system for image data to

as claimed in claim 1, wherein said selective con-

trol apparatus is comprised of a control apparatus

for controlling said still picture reproducing appara-

tus such that said display apparatus reproduces

said index mark from said still picture record me- is

dium together with said list information, and operat-

ing means for selecting said index mark displayed

on said display apparatus.

3. An information searching system for image data

as claimed in claim 2, wherein said operating 20

means is a mouse and controls the position of a

cursor on said display screen so as to select a

desired index mark near said cursor.

4. An information searching system for image data

as claimed in claim 1, 2 or 3 wherein said still 25

picture reproducing apparatus is a drive for reading

a CD-ROM.

5 An information searching system for image data

as claimed in claim 1, 2, 3 or 4 wherein said real

moving picture reproducing apparatus is a drive for 30

an optical digital disc.

6. An information searching system for image data

as claimed in claim 5, wherein said reproducing

apparatus is capable of writing to rewritable optical

disc. "
35

7. An information searching system for image data

as claimed in any one of the preceding claims in

combination with a said still picture information

medium for said still picture reproducing apparatus

having stored thereon a video image of the jacket 40

design of a music record disc.

8. An information searching system for image data

as claimed in any one of the preceding claims in

combination with said real moving picture informa-

tion medium on which is stored a video image 45

associated with an information stored in said still

picture record medium.

9. An information searching system for image data

as claimed in any one of the preceding claims,

wherein said real moving picture and said still so

picture are displayed within a window.

10. An information search system for image data

comprising:

1) a real moving picture reproducing apparatus

for reproducing real moving picture information 55

and audio information from a real moving picture

record medium in which real moving picture

information and audio information corresponding

to said real moving picture information are re-

corded

2) a still picture reproducing apparatus for re-

producing audio information and still picture in-

formation from a still picture record medium in

which list information, audio information corre-

sponding to one portion of said list information

and still picture information are recorded;

3) a display apparatus for displaying an index

mark adapted to be used to access audio in-

formation and video image information from said

real moving picture record medium and said still

picture record medium in response to a desired

item of said list information; and

4) a control apparatus for searching said audio

information and said moving and still picture

information on the basis of said list information,

wherein said control apparatus incudes means

for obtaining an input search item, means for

looking up a table on the basis of said search

item, means for converting said list information

into a display signal on the basis of said table,

means for displaying list information in response

to said display signal, means for selecting an

item from said displayed list information, means

for detecting whether or not said displayed list

information is selected, and means for searching

said real moving picture information, said still

picture information and said audio information

on the basis of the detecting done by said

detecting means.

8
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